
INTERIM Business Advisors announces that it has been contracted by a leading Aircraft 
Conversion MRO to implement recommended strategic plans and tactical deployments to 
transform their business operations for sustained future success.  The studies and diagnostics 
performed during the Assessment phase support a compelling business case to reduce labor cost 
by 30% while improving service and quality. 

The Implementation phase will last 26 weeks with a team of 5-7 
INTERIM specialists on-site to perform, among other tasks: 

• Enhancing the Operational Management System to reduce costs
• Aligning management and supervisory behaviors within their roles
• Structuring the shop floor for employee involvement and structuring

The INTERIM team will also work with company personnel on all levels to: 

• Establish clear, concise organizational structure with corresponding
roles and accountabilities

• Enhance the planning and scheduling process to ensure accurate
bid estimates, manageable tasks, sequential work scheduling, and
floor management

• Transition shop floor from a reactive to proactive environment

INTERIM estimates the opportunity for the Aviation MRO to see a 
benefit of up to $5.4 million annually for three years. The Aviation 
Conversion MRO is an FAA and EASA approved repair station that 
specializes in maintenance, modification services, airframe 
inspections, conversions, avionics upgrade programs and aircraft 
painting. 

Change Management & Operational Efficiencies 
Objectives for New Implementation Contract 

ABOUT INTERIM 
Established in 2005, Interim 
Business Advisors has 
assembled a roster of 
seasoned executives and 
professionals from many 
industries to contribute their 
expertise to “Transform” 
and “Optimize” core 
business processes of 
under-performing 
companies of Private Equity 
Groups and Investment 
Banking.  

To meet challenging 
business goals and 
objectives, the INTERIM 
team establishes financial, 
strategic, and tactical “Road 
Maps,” to achieve 
sustainable results and 
leave the company in a 
positive direction of growth.  

Providing 
Expertise to 
Transform & 
Optimize for 
Accelerated 
& Sustained 

Growth   

Production Planning & Scheduling 

Supply Chain Management 

Maintenance and TPM 

World Class Manufacturing 

Quality System Effectiveness 

Program Management 

Purchasing & Procurement 

Engineering Expertise 

Finance Performance Indicators 

Safety Systems Implementation 

Aftermarket  

Due-Diligence 

Our Areas of Expertise 

“INTERIM Advisors are visionary leaders who were able to accomplish what 
others were unable to do, even against all odds. ICPES succeeded because 
of their persistence and unique combination of strategic, and leadership 
capabilities, all backed up by a strong commitment to those they lead.” 
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